Logical elements in living cells.
Recognition processes with enhanced accuracy (as performed by structures like enzymes or ribosomes) are investigated using elementary ideas of statistical mechanics and related concepts of thermodynamics. The analysis starts from a formal definition of recognition and provides a correspondence with appropriate physical properties of the macromolecular logical elements. Transitions of the recognizing system between different modifications are a necessary feature of a more exacting recognition process. Rearrangement steps provide the process with higher accuracy by performing two physical operations: (1) rearranging the phase space of the system so that the "correct" states be better separated from the "wrong" states and the probability of occupation of the "correct" states be enhanced, (2) directing the process toward the more favourable modifications thus formed. Both operations are related to changes in the physical properties of the recognizing system. These changes can be expressed as differences of macromolecular Gibbs energy levels; if ligand binding or release participate in a step, directivity of the step depends also on the actual chemical potentials of the ligands in solution. The two operations just mentioned resemble two basic operations known to be necessary in electronic digital networks: directivity of control and signal standardization. An analysis of the entire reaction catalysed by a macromolecular logical element takes into account the requirements imposed by the logical functions as well as the need that the chemical potential of the product be not restricted to very low values. To satisfy these conditions, the reaction must be supported by a so-called non-specific reaction, usually implemented by the cleavage reaction of a nucleoside triphosphate.